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The Lakshmi
GIVING AND RECEIVIN G  EXERCISE

ARE YOU READY TO DISCOVER HOW BALANCED  
YOUR MASCULINE AND FEMININE ARE? 

Engaging in this exercise daily will reveal your beliefs, what you are thinking and 
feeling and attracting into your life. You’re simply recording the facts for each day.

In the appropriate column, keep track of what you’ve given and received, both the 
positive and the negative. In the beginning, you may want to write down every 
little thing that you gave and received. As you become more proficient, you may 
decide to write only about the things that stand out. This is your exercise and you 
can make up the rules.

EXAMPLE OF BRIDGET’S TWO DAYS

FEBRUARY 28, 2014

GAVE RECEIVED

Sent angry thoughts to a person A stomach ache almost instantly

Asked for help from my angels, and 
sent love

Clarity

Helped a girlfriend on the phone
A bottle of champagne 
A $3,100 check 
Felt uplifted, had creative ideas

Comments: Piercing insight about how my anger created a stomach ache 
instantly; I won’t do that again. Full responsibility for my emotions and clearing 
them. Incredible to see law of attraction demonstrated so clearly. I feel in the flow 
and grateful for another day on Earth. I opened my champagne and celebrated my 
big check. 

All is divine.
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MARCH 10, 2014

GAVE RECEIVED
Woke up early, lots of emails, texts, and 
coordinating—gave up my morning 
meditation practice

Felt out of sync and stressed

Met a girlfriend for lunch, gave love
Felt uplifted, had camaraderie and 
laughter

Had a clearing conversation that had 
been hanging in my space

Felt free and light, received a $3,000 
retainer

Drank fresh vegetable juice
Felt energized, and my cells were 
vibrating

Comments: Had a bumpy start to my day. I gave away my morning practice by making emails a 
priority. My new decision is to make my practice a number one priority. I did not realize how much 
that unspoken conversation was eating away at me. Feel clear, free, back on track, and grateful for 
the clarity of my giving and receiving exercise.

Side Note: My life started changing for me when I reached out to ask my friends for more support 
and help, instead of always trying to do things on my own. When I allowed my vulnerability to be 
seen, it created deeper and richer experiences for me. My receiving side is more balanced which 
is my feminine side and I notice my health and energy is the most consistent it has ever been. In 
addition windfalls of un-expected income have been dropping into my life.

At the end of the day, notice if one column is longer than the other. If so, is this a pattern? Or 
just an anomaly? Some days, one column may be longer than the other. One day your receiving 
column may be longer than your giving column, while another day the reverse may be true. If you 
want to receive more, then you will need to increase the amount you give. It does not have to be 
a physical action. It can be increasing the amount of love and gratitude you give; this increase will 
energize you and your manifestations. Sometimes, when you give, you may receive something 
instantly; other times, you may need to wait a while. Generally, the bigger things that come to you 
have been in the works for more than a day. 

Offering gratitude is the fastest way to uplift yourself and others, and to send strong positive 
signals to the Universe. When you recognize and appreciate what you have in your life, what you 
have increases. On the other hand, focusing on lack or failure will diminish you, and make it harder 
for you to receive good into your life.

WHAT THIS TOOL IS NOT

This tool is not a way to keep score on how much you gave to a person, expecting them to give 
back to you in a certain way. Nor is it a way to make demands on the Universe. Only give if you 
can give in the spirit of love. The Universe will always bring back to you what you give, in the spirit 
that you gave. Stay unattached to how and whom you receive from. If you notice that you are 
not very giving this is okay, you have received valuable information about the balance of your life 
and the likely culprit for lack in your life. This is the time to give yourself compassion, and self love 
while making a new choice to give each day. You could start with something small such as smiling 
at 5 strangers as you walk down the street or perhaps in the supermarket. You could practice 
noticing 3 things that you appreciate about your partner/.friends/ family and share this with them.


